
The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5115-At this moment, James was having a breakthrough.

He was trying to have a breakthrough in the Marciais Path.

After his bloodline power improved, he entered the Fifteenth Rank of the Marciais Path easily.

The Three Flowers gathered above his head, forming three halos. The three halos merged continuously
and formed a dazzling glare.

Following the increase of James’ aura, the glare continued to rotate. In the end,

it formed a bud.

The bud exuded a dazzling light. There were buds in the bud waiting to be released. It was as if it was
going to bloom anytime.

A bud hovered over James’ head.

James entered the state of path comprehension.

He did not stay idle. His power increased. He also entered the Chaos Completare Rank from the Chaos
Essencia Rank.

Although he was only at the early stage of the Chaos Completare Rank, he was a lot stronger than his
past self.

James was focused on comprehending paths.

He wanted to enter the Sixteenth Rank of the Marciais Path.

Even King Marciais, the founder of the Marciais Path, had not entered this cultivation rank. King
Marciais could only speculate the existence of this

cultivation rank.

Time passed.

The buds formed by the Three Flowers bloomed.

Following the bloom of the buds, a dazzling ower appeared above James’

head.

As the buds bloomed, James’ physical body, soul, and bloodline saw extreme improvement. All three of
them were closely connected. They formed a whole.

As the three powers merged, they formed an even more powerful Martial Path Power.

The power was formed by his physical body, soul, and bloodline. The power originated from his entire
body and innermost being, yet it was the elevation of

the Heart Power.

‘The Sixteenth Rank of the Marciais Path, Tressencia Completare,” mumbled James softly. Suddenly, he
opened his eyes. Then, the ower above his head

disappeared. It turned into a strong power that owed throughout his body.

After cultivating for a long time, he nally entered the cultivation rank of the Marciais Path that even
King Marciais did not reach. James created a whole

new cultivation rank of the Marciais Path, the Sixteenth Rank of the Marciais Path.

He named the cultivation rank ‘Tressencia Completare Rank”.

He did not know how strong he was at the moment. He only knew that he was a lot stronger than he was
previously.

He did not know if the Tressencia Completare Rank was on par with the Sovereign Rank, but he knew he
could easily defeat King Marciais and Taran if

he fought against them again.

He had a breakthrough in the Marciais Path and entered an unprecedented cultivation rank.

Nonetheless, James’ meditation in seclusion had not ended.

He had not studied the Endlos Light and perfected his formation.

He was only at the early stage of the Chaos Completare Rank. His power still had room for improvement.

If he reached the Consummation Chaos Completare Rank, he believed he could defeat a powerhouse of
the Sovereign Rank.

James began to study the three beams of the Endlos Light.

Thea and Wyot had left the area, but the three beams of the Endlos Light were still above the three
mountains.

When James started to study the Endlos Light, it began to move. It headed toward the central region.
The three mountains were also moving toward the

central region.

Slowly, the three beams of the Endlos Light gathered and began to merge.

The three mountains also combined.

James sat in a lotus position at the peak of one mountain.

At this time, his body was divided into three parts- bloodline, soul, and physical body.

His body was divided into three parts and assimilated into the three mountains.

As the three mountains merged, his body, divided into three, combined again,

forming a whole.

At this moment, James seemed to have comprehended something.

A mysterious formation emerged.
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